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Basic Performance Polo


- Style: A1SJP
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Weight: 5.9 oz
- Sizing: XS-3XL

Basic Pocket Tee

Introducing a comfortable pocket performance tee for sublimation. This 5.9 ounce tee with reinforced pocket stitching ensures years of quality performance.

- Style: P100
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Sizing: XS-5XL, Unisex
- Weight: 5.9 oz

Basic Ringer

The classic short sleeve performance Basic with accented collar and sleeve sets. Features a ribbed taped neck collar and sleeves, and reinforced hems.

- Style: A1SJBR
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Weight: 5.9 oz
- Sizing: XS-5XL, Unisex

Sky Blue/Indigo
White/Black

White

Blizzard Blue
Sand
Steel
White

Basic Performance Polo shown in Sand

Basic Ringer

Sky Blue/Indigo
White/Black

Basic Pocket Tee

Introducing a comfortable pocket performance tee for sublimation. This 5.9 ounce tee with reinforced pocket stitching ensures years of quality performance.

Blizzard Blue
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Steel
White

Basic Performance Polo shown in Blizzard Blue
The Solar Performance line is ideal for team sports, workouts at the gym, and any high endurance activity. Featuring up to UPF+50 solar protection, the Solar Performance fabric is lightweight, comfortable, and sure to keep the sun’s rays from penetrating through to your skin. This fabric is powered by PURE-tech™ moisture wicking technology.

Solar Short Sleeve

Our traditional cut, short sleeve garment made in a lightweight material with fast drying and comfort quality. Features a self-fabric collar, two-needle double stitch and four-thread over lock stitching.

- **Style:** M100
- **Fabric:** 100% Microfiber Polyester
- **Weight:** 4.1 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-3XL

Solar Long Sleeve

The Micro Solar Long Sleeve offers superior sun protection and performance qualities. Featuring UPF+50, the Micro Solar Long Sleeve is lightweight, comfortable, and sure to keep the sun’s rays from penetrating through to your skin. This fabric is powered by PURE-tech™ moisture wicking technology.

- **Style:** M700
- **Fabric:** 100% Microfiber
- **Weight:** 4.1 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-4XL

843.747.4200 Call Today!
The Defender
Made from Vapor Apparel’s Compression fabric, this garment offers optimal temperature and moisture control. The Defender features raglan cut sleeves and a self-fabric collar.
Style: C500
Fabric: 93% Performance Polyester
7% Lycra
Weight: 5.9 oz
Sizing: XS-3XL

Performance Singlet
A sleeveless version of our traditional Micro garment, now with UPF+ 50 solar protection built directly into the Solar Performance Singlet’s fabric. Perfect for workouts in the gym, or in the sun.
Style: M500WH
Fabric: 100% Microfiber Polyester
Weight: 4.1 oz
Sizing: XS-2XL

Cycling Jersey
Made from 100% Performance Rip-Stop and Micro Pique Mesh fabric. Features a 6" zip in the front, and three back storage pockets with elastic closure. Colored side panels offer contrast and a clean line.
Style: CJ100
Fabric: 100% Performance Rip-Stop and Micro Pique Mesh
Weight: 4.0 oz
Sizing: XS-2XL

White/Black

The Cycling Jersey has multiple sublimation friendly print zones.

The Defender shown in White with All-Over Print
Photo by NON’PAIRE

The Vapor Cycling Jersey is made from 100% Performance Rip-Stop and Micro Pique Mesh fabric powered by PURE-tech™ moisture wicking technology that will keep you dry and comfortable no matter how long the ride. This jersey features a 6" zip in the front, three back pockets with elastic closure for easy storage and access.

White

White

843.747.4200 Call Today!
www.vaporapparel.com
The Ladies line is designed for those women with an active lifestyle. Each of these styles is versatile and adds comfort and performance to any busy schedule. Vapor Apparel has improved the cuts and added new colors in each of the fabrics for the best customer satisfaction. The Ladies Touch is not like any other fabric we create. The blend of our spun polyester with Lycra offers extra comfort and style to this line of garments.

**Ladies Classic**

Our Ladies Classic is made from the Ladies Touch material—unlike any other fabric we create. It features a relaxed fit and crew neck, double stitch seams, and four-thread over-lock for durability.

- **Style:** A2LJBC
- **Fabric:**
  - White: 100% Spun Polyester
  - Colors: 93% Spun Polyester/7% Lycra
- **Weight:** 6.5 oz (White: 6.9 oz)
- **Sizing:** XS-3XL

**Ladies Slim Fit**

The Slim Fit Tee combines fashion and performance. Featuring cap sleeves, contoured sides, and a crew neck, the Slim is also enhanced for durability with double stitch seams, and four-thread over-lock.

- **Style:** L200
- **Fabric:**
  - 93% Spun Polyester
  - 7% Lycra
- **Weight:** 6.5 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Long Sleeve Slim Fit**

The Slim Fit Tee Long Sleeve combines fashion and performance. Featuring contoured sides, and a crew neck, the Slim is also enhanced for durability with double stitch seams, and four-thread over-lock.

- **Style:** L700
- **Fabric:**
  - 93% Spun Polyester
  - 7% Lycra
- **Weight:** 6.5 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Performance Singlet**

The Ladies Micro Singlet is a sleeveless garment made of our traditional micro performance material. It features a v-neck collar with reinforced stitching for durability.

- **Style:** A2MJBJ
- **Fabric:**
  - 100% Polyester
- **Weight:** 5.0 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-XL

**Ladies Short Sleeve Slim Fit**

The Ladies Slim Fit Tee combines fashion and performance. Featuring cap sleeves, contoured sides, and a crew neck, the Slim is also enhanced for durability with double stitch seams, and four-thread over-lock.

- **Style:** L200
- **Fabric:**
  - 93% Spun Polyester
  - 7% Lycra
- **Weight:** 6.5 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Short Sleeve Slim Fit**

The Ladies Slim Fit Tee combines fashion and performance. Featuring cap sleeves, contoured sides, and a crew neck, the Slim is also enhanced for durability with double stitch seams, and four-thread over-lock.

- **Style:** L200
- **Fabric:**
  - 93% Spun Polyester
  - 7% Lycra
- **Weight:** 6.5 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Long Sleeve Slim Fit**

The Slim Fit Tee Long Sleeve combines fashion and performance. Featuring contoured sides, and a crew neck, the Slim is also enhanced for durability with double stitch seams, and four-thread over-lock.

- **Style:** L700
- **Fabric:**
  - 93% Spun Polyester
  - 7% Lycra
- **Weight:** 6.5 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Performance Singlet**

The Ladies Micro Singlet is a sleeveless garment made of our traditional micro performance material. It features a v-neck collar with reinforced stitching for durability.

- **Style:** A2MJBJ
- **Fabric:**
  - 100% Polyester
- **Weight:** 5.0 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-XL

843.747.4200 Call Today!
The Solar Performance Long Sleeve is now available in a cut just for women. Our solar performance fabric offers superior sun protection and performance qualities. Featuring up to UPF+50 solar protection, the Solar Performance Long Sleeve is lightweight, comfortable, and sure to keep the sun’s rays from penetrating through to your skin. This fabric is powered by PURE-tech™ moisture wicking technology.

Style: M750
Fabric: 100% Microfiber with UPF Protection
Weight: 4.1 oz
Sizing: XS-2XL

The Solar Long Sleeve shown in Pretty Pink (Above) and Water Blue (Below)

The Vela is a loose fit compression garment featuring raglan cut stitching across the shoulders and cap sleeves. This garment is perfect for errands around town, or a sweat at the gym.

Style: C550
Fabric: 93% Polyester/7% Lycra
Weight: 5.9 oz
Sizing: XS-2XL

The Vela shown in White with all-over print

The Vela shown in Athletic Grey

The Vela shown in Pretty Pink

The Vela shown in Water Blue

The Vela Short Sleeve shown in Athletic Grey
Vapor Apparel partnered with Unifi, Inc. to develop the Eco line. Combining Unifi’s Repreve™ yarn with our very own PURE-tech™ moisture-wicking technology, we bring you performance with an eco-friendly purpose. This product line meets FTC guidelines for recycled products, reduces energy consumption, and conserves petroleum resources.

**Men’s Eco Running Long Sleeve**

This crew neck for men is designed for the ultimate performance, and is our lightest weight fabric in the Eco line. This garment also features detailed stitching along both sides.

- **Style:** R700
- **Fabric:** 50% Repreve™
  - 50% Micro Polyester
- **Weight:** 4.1 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Men’s Eco Running Short Sleeve**

This crew neck for men is designed for the ultimate performance, and is our lightest weight fabric in the Eco line. This garment also features detailed stitching along both sides.

- **Style:** R200
- **Fabric:** 50% Repreve™
  - 50% Micro Polyester
- **Weight:** 4.1 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Eco Running Long Sleeve**

The v-neck for women is designed for the ultimate performance, and is our lightest weight fabric in the Eco line. This garment also features detailed stitching along both sides.

- **Style:** R750
- **Fabric:** 50% Repreve™
  - 50% Micro Polyester
- **Weight:** 4.1 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

**Ladies Eco Running Short Sleeve**

The v-neck for women is designed for the ultimate performance, and is our lightest weight fabric in the Eco line. This garment also features detailed stitching along both sides.

- **Style:** R250
- **Fabric:** 50% Repreve™
  - 50% Micro Polyester
- **Weight:** 4.1 oz
- **Sizing:** XS-2XL

843.747.4200 Call Today!
Men’s Eco Polo

Made in the USA, this polo features a three-button placket and self-fabric collar.

Style: R900
Fabric: 50% Repreve™
50% Micro Polyester
Weight: 4.1 oz
Sizing: S-3XL

Blue Sky
White

Ladies Eco Polo

Made in the USA, this polo features a four-button placket and self-fabric collar.

Style: R950
Fabric: 50% Repreve™
50% Micro Polyester
Weight: 4.1 oz
Sizing: XS-2XL

Blue Sky
Pink
White

Men’s Eco Micro

The first to be introduced to the Eco line, the Eco Micro is a traditional raglan sleeve style performance shirt.

Style: R500
Fabric: 100% Repreve™
Weight: 5.0 oz
Sizing: XS-3XL

Athletic Grey
Hydro
Vegas Gold

Eco Micro shown in Athletic Grey (Above) and Hydro (Left)

Mens Eco Polo shown in Blue Sky

Ladies Eco Polo shown in Pink

Men’s Eco Polo shown in White

Ladies Eco Polo shown in Pink

Mens Eco Polo shown in Blue Sky

843.747.4200 Call Today!
Ready for the fashion forward customer, the Vapor Apparel Fashion Fit line has the cuts and the fabric perfect for today’s all over and oversized print styles.

**Men’s Fashion Fit Crew Neck**

- Our men’s Crew Neck Fashion Fit tee features a crew neck collar and tear-away tag. Made from 4.1 oz. spun polyester, producing a soft hand and vibrant colors.
- Style: S100WH
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Weight: 4.1 oz
- Sizing: S-3XL

**Men’s Fashion Fit V-Neck**

- Our men’s V-Neck Fashion Fit tee features a v-neck collar and tear-away tag. Made from 4.1 oz. spun polyester, producing a soft hand and vibrant colors.
- Style: S150WH
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Weight: 4.1 oz
- Sizing: S-3XL

Great for all-over printing or your next design project!

**Women’s Fashion Fit V-Neck**

- Our ladies V-Neck Fashion Fit tee features a v-neck collar and tear-away tag. Made from 4.1 oz. spun polyester, producing a soft hand and vibrant colors.
- Style: S250WH
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Weight: 4.1 oz
- Sizing: XXS-2XL

**Women’s Fashion Fit V-Dress**

- Our ladies Fashion Fit V-Dress features a v-neck collar and tear-away tag. Made from 4.1 oz. spun polyester, producing a soft hand and vibrant colors.
- Style: S290
- Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester
- Weight: 4.1 oz
- Sizing: S, M, L

843.747.4200 Call Today!
Crew Sweatshirt
A classic crew neck fit with banded sleeves and bottom hem.
Style: A1SFBV
Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester Fleece
Weight: 10 oz
Sizing: S-3XL

Youth Hoody Sweatshirt
Sweatshirt with a hood and drawstring closure that also features a front slit pocket.
Style: A3SFBH
Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester Fleece
Weight: 10 oz
Sizing: XS-XL

Hoody Sweatshirt
Sweatshirt with a hood and drawstring closure that also features a front slit pocket.
Style: A1SFBH
Fabric: 100% Spun Polyester Fleece
Weight: 10 oz
Sizing: S-3XL

Vapor Apparel’s sweats are famous because they wick-away moisture and provide ultimate softness and comfort. Decorate these for booster clubs, or with your company logo for a thoughtful holiday gift to employees and co-workers.

www.vaporapparel.com
843.747.4200 Call Today!
The Vapor Gaiter
The Solar Vapor Gaiter is a multifunctional performance accessory that can be worn at least six ways. Because it is made with our unique solar fabric, it features up to UPF+ 50 protection. Each Gaiter is Sublimation Certified, and ready for easy-step customization. Vapor Gaiters measure 9.5” x 16” and are made of breathable 100% Polyester that includes Vapor Apparel’s PURE-tex™ moisture-wicking technology.

**Style:** VGAITER3, VGAITER
**Fabric:** 100% Polyester
**Sizing:** 9.5” x 16”

*Non-Solar Gaiter

Bandana
Style: BANS100
**Fabric:** 100% Spun Polyester
**Weight:** 5.9 oz
**Sizing:** 19.5” x 19.5”

Dog Bandana
Style: DOGBAN
**Fabric:** 100% Spun Polyester
**Weight:** 5.9 oz
**Sizing:** 20.5” x 20.5” x 27.5”

SubliSocks™ from Vapor Apparel are a great margin-opportunity for decorators. Sublimation customization in the apparel industry shows no sign of slowing down, and the trend is now expanding to things outside traditional t-shirts and performance tops. Vapor’s sublimation-friendly performance SubliSocks are available in three styles – Training (11”), Crew (7”), and Short (3.5”) – providing end-customers more options for sublimation.

**The “Training” Vapor SubliSock™** offers an 11-inch leg length. SubliSocks™ black toe and heel flap help prevent creasing marks during the sublimating process, deliver a professional finished product for customers.

**Style:** S-8031
**Fabric:** 95% Polyester, 5% Lycra
**Leg Length:** 11”
**Sizing:** 8-10 (S-8031C); 9-11 (S-8031B); 11-13 (S-8031A)

**The “Crew” Vapor SubliSock™** offers a 7-inch leg length. SubliSocks’™ black toe and heel flap help prevent creasing marks during the sublimating process, deliver a professional finished product for customers.

**Style:** S-8021
**Fabric:** 95% Polyester, 5% Lycra
**Leg Length:** 7”
**Sizing:** 8-10 (S-8021C); 9-11 (S-8021B); 11-13 (S-8021A)

**The “Short” Vapor SubliSock™** offers a 3.5-inch leg length. SubliSocks’™ black toe and heel flap help prevent creasing marks during the sublimating process, deliver a professional finished product for customers.

**Style:** S-8011
**Fabric:** 95% Polyester, 5% Lycra
**Leg Length:** 3.5”
**Sizing:** 8-10 (S-8011C); 9-11 (S-8011B); 11-13 (S-8011A)

**The SubliSock™ Decorating Kit** will help you deliver great results to your customers looking for custom socks. Your SubliSock™ Decorating Kit includes the following:
- Two fiber-reinforced plastic press “Hockey” inserts
- One pair of “Training” length SubliSocks™ (11” leg length)
- One pair of “Crew” length SubliSocks™ (7” leg length)
- One pair of “Short” length SubliSocks™ (3.5” leg length)
- Detailed decorating instruction sheet
- Access to SubliSock™ decorating templates

**Style:** SOCKKIT1

The “Hockey” press insert provides digital decorators the ability to stretch the sock during heat pressing, helping to minimize “grin-thru” of untreated white fabric when the socks are expanded over the calf during wear.

**Style:** 10-Pack - INSERT1H
**Style:** 25-Pack - INSERT2H

The “Straight” press insert provides digital decorators the ability to stretch the sock during heat pressing, helping to minimize “grin-thru” of untreated white fabric when the socks are expanded over the calf during wear.

**Style:** 10-Pack - INSERT1S
**Style:** 25-Pack - INSERT2S

843.747.4200 Call Today!
The Foam Kit
The Vapor Foam Kit helps remove heat press and paper lines when decorating garments. The kit contains heat-resistant foam; one 5 mil, 18” x 26” Teflon sheet; three second-quality Vapor shirts for practice; and, detailed instruction guide on usage.

Style: FOAMKIT-TEF
*Foam Kit without Teflon also available (FOAMKIT1).

www.youtube.com/user/VaporApparel

The T-Shirt Koozie
This popular koozie is custom made to fit any standard 12oz bottle. Fully customizable, and perfect for parties and events.

Style: NM0K05WH0

The Ladies Touch
This cotton feel jersey fabric has a small amount of lycra (Spandex) in it to give it nice stretch and recovery characteristics. It also contains permanent moisture-wicking properties and is stain, odor and microbial resistant.

Style: FT10809
Fabric: 6.5 oz, 93% Polyester / 7% Lycra
Width: 64”

Vapor Apparel Bulk Fabric

Basic Performance
The Basic Performance fabric by Vapor Apparel infuses the fashionable look and feel of organic cotton with the high performance capabilities of today’s high-tech poly-performance fibers. This fabric is stain, odor and microbial resistant.

Style: FT10495
Fabric: 6.0 oz, 100% Spun Polyester
Width: 61”

Solar Performance
This 100% microfiber solar fabric is lightweight and rated up to UPF 50 u/v protection, which is built directly into the fabric. It’s perfect for various athletic and outdoor applications. It has permanent moisture wicking, and is stain, odor and microbial resistant.

Style: FT15752
Fabric: 4.1 oz, 100% Microfiber
Width: 59”

Ladies Touch
This cotton feel jersey fabric has a small amount of lycra (Spandex) in it to give it nice stretch and recovery characteristics. It also contains permanent moisture-wicking properties and is stain, odor and microbial resistant.

Style: FT10809
Fabric: 6.5 oz, 93% Polyester / 7% Lycra
Width: 64”

Rip-Stop
The rip-stop performance fabric utilizes a ribbed construction to reduce the picking and pulling of the fabric.

Style: FT10570
Fabric: 4.0 oz, 100% Polyester
Width: 61.8

Athletic Mesh
The athletic mesh fabric is an excellent performance fabric for all kinds of large format athletic apparel printing applications. This fabric is stain, odor and microbial resistant.

Style: FT1002
Fabric: 4.4 oz, 100% Microfiber Polyester
Width: 64”

The T-Shirt Koozie
This popular koozie is custom made to fit any standard 12oz bottle. Fully customizable, and perfect for parties and events.

Style: NM0K05WH0

Water Stop
This lightweight woven fabric is waterproof. It is perfect for customized jackets or wind breakers.

Style: FT10570
Fabric: 2.0 oz, 100 Polyester
Width: 60”

Woven Performance
Vapor’s high performance compression fabric is perfect for any loose to moderate fit compression garments. This fabric is stain, odor and microbial resistant.

Style: FT10693
Fabric: 5.9 oz, 93% Polyester / 7% Lycra
Width: 56”

Water Bottle Koozie
This popular koozie is great for keeping your canned bottle beverages cold. Made to fit any standard 12 oz. can or bottle. Fully customizable, and perfect for parties and events.

Style: NM0WBK

The Koozie
This popular koozie is great for keeping your canned bottle beverages cold. Made to fit any standard 12 oz. can or bottle. Fully customizable, and perfect for parties and events.

Style: NM0K00WH0

Throws
Style: THROW1
Size: 51.5” x 33.5” (1 panel)
Style: THROW2
Size: 16” x 9” (9 panel)

Mouse Pad
Style: NM0000WH
Size: 7.75” x 9.25”

Sample Packs
Vapor Apparel Sample Packs are for decorators who want to experience our different styles, colors, and cuts in any of the performance fabrics we manufacture. They are ideal for any start-up retail brand, or someone experimenting with sublimation printing. Color and size variations may change without notice.

The Basic T
Style: A00000BA2

The Solar Line
Style: A00000MI4

The Ladies
Style: A00000LA2

The Placket Line
Style: A00000PL1

The Cold Weather Pack
Style: A00000CW1

Decorated Sample Pack
Style: A00000DE2

Vapor Practice Pack
Style: A00000PP1

www.vaporapparel.com
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